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ABSTRACT

Women have participated in llOlbing in Western Australia for oeventy five

years. The first two women YJere em;Jioyed as 11 Police Malron'J11 in roles wlrich
were restricted to vvhnt v1ere thought to be the 11 femilline 11 tasi<s of dealing v-vitl1
female offenders, families and wayword youtl1, and providing clerical support
to male officers. By 1941 there was n total of 3 women police in Western

Australia :md by 1960 their numbers had grown to twelve, however their role
had changed little since 1917 und they were still seen as baving limited
function.

By 1975 pressure had growri, not only within the police force but external to
the police organisation itself, from n greater social awareness regru·ding
inappropriate deployment of worlcers on the basis of

se'~

colour, religion or

ethnicity. TI1e Women's Police Unit was subsequently disbanded and women
were integrated into mainstream policing.

The 1930s \vitoessed legislative

changes regarding selection criteria used for the recruitment of nevt cmployeGs.
No longer was it appropriate to set quotas for the number of women required,
nor was it appropriate to dictate 1he statorc and bnild of applicants. It was
envisaged th~t tllis legislative change would enable the flood gates to open for
women to enter pnlicing.

However, after neariy twenty years of Equal

Employment Opportonity, this appeors not to be the ra~e.

Today there are 404 \YOmen police officers out of a total of 4,228 members of
tlte Western Australia Police Force. Of these 404 women, 13 arc Sergeants
compared with 960 n1ales nt t~1nt ;rr:Hk. This leaves 386 women operating nt the:
mor.t junior level of tho orgm1isation. The lm:"f number of womea flt Scrgc;:-.1Jt

level r:nd the fact tlmt there me none in. the Comrnis::iioned
ntt:ibntcd ·~o ti.wir rchtivc!y rcc;;nt inflm: into the o:rgmll.s21ion.
I

r~:nim,

mny De

Elmvcvcr, there still rrmnains sufficient cc:use for ccnccrn vihGn it i::: rc:~Jiscd tlmt
the fOrce is not retr.ining these women .:J.t ~ rat~ much greater Umn their attrition.

This study aims to determine the factors Vt'hich contdbute to tl1e discontinuaitce
of the police careers of fcm~Je officers. An eclectic feminist IJerspective is

offered as tlm basic f~·amework of analysis for the r;tudy. Specific reference is
made to that element of feminist theory relating to tlte mareinalisation of
women. The technique of gathering data is also set within a feminist research

paradigm involving fifteen n~si!l)!Ces from the Western Australia Police Force,
in a !ll'ocess of discussion and interview on the factors which affected their

decision to discontinue their chosen career.

The study shows that these women experienced marginalisation within their
working lives as police officers, which was a significant contributing factor to
the discontinuance of their police careers. What was also identified was the
ovetriding inflexibility of the police organisation to accommodate the specific

and changing needs of \vomen as individuals within that orgmllsation.
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION

This thesis is primarily concerned with women who have left the Western
Australia Police Force, their reasons for leaving and tlleir reasons for not returning
to policiug as a career. It contaios:
•

a critical analysis on the place of women in traditionally maledominated professions,

•

a review of the specific literature concerning women in policing,

•

a description of the theoretical framework of this stody, and

•

a presentation of the results of this stody and a discussion thereof.

1.1

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

Historically, policing in this and other countries has been an occupation dominated
by men. The implied or stated requirements that police be tall, strong, confident
and fit, combined with the associated occupational culture, ftmdamcntally has
excluded women (Brown and Campbell, 1991; Martin, 1979;

Martit~

1980; Potts,

1983).

Like many other male dominated professions, it is a characteristic of modem
policing that increasing numberR of women are applying for, and to some extent
gaining entry to, a career in law enforcement. This phenomenon has been seen to
emerge throughout the world over the last twenty years, with particular emphasis
on women being integrated from Women's Police Units to mainstream policing.
However, even now in Western AustraHa there is still a significantly low
proportion of women within the raol<S of the police. Of even greater concern is the
paucity of women in middle management and none in the counnissioned raol<S.
This beiog the case, it is important to remin those females who have gained entry,
received training and possess a wealth of police and life experience.
2

1.2

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Tills study examines the contexts of policewomen's msignations mtd decisions not
to return to policing, and highlights the existence of a resource of women within
the community with police experience who could, or may wish to, retllm to a
can:er in policing, but for various reasons are unable or choose not to do so.

Ide:ntification of factors which may enhance the opportunity of these women to
remain in policing or re.-engage their chosen career has implications for two
groups. This report will have an impact for those women who have left the force,
and, secondly, for those women who are still serving officers and considering
resignation.

Tills study is also significant to the police organisation itself. It identifies a loss to
the organisation of trained and experienced personnel. Such a loss is not only
costly in terms of training, but also replacement and turnover expenditure.
Contributing factors to resignation are, in part, indicative of failure on the
organisation's part to accommodate the needs of women and other groups.
Therefore it is vital to the organisation and its members that t.here be an
identification of factors affecting the attrition of women. This study 'Jterefore may
enable the police organisation to utilise its human resources in a fur more e.'.licient
and effective manner, within a just and C<J..ltable context.

3

1
I

'
1.3

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The most significant factors affecting women's participation an.d progress in
policing are policing's history, culture, recruiting practices, work conditions, leave
provisions, child care, EEO policies and sexual h!!r'dSsment and promotional
barriers (Brown & Campbell, 1991; Martin, 1979; Poole and Pogrebin, 1988;
Potts, 1983 ). The purpose of this study is to examine policewomen's careers and
to identify those factors which contribute to their resigning and not returning at a
later stage

''

I

A number of women w.J,.o hove served in the Western Australia Police Force were
asked their perceptions of policing as a career, with pa.ticular emphasis on why
they left, and why they have not «joined.

This study seeks lo answer two

questions.

l. Have women, who are no longer employed with the Western Australia Police
Force, experienced marginalisation daring their police careers?

2. What were the factors contributing to the resigoation and non-return of these
women to their police careers?

4

CHAPTER2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: FEMINIST THEORY AND THE
MARGINALISATION OF WOMEN

2.1

ECLECTIC FEMINIST PPJNCIPLES

i __

l''

Feminist themy comprises a cc,mprehensive body of work which inclndes, among
ofuzr issues: the gendere'i nat!IIe of language; sexuality; popular culrJre;
psychology; literature aud the arts;

e~onomico;

health; the state; the ilimily;

education am\ the labour market (Hughes, 1994). Feminism offers

n~t

oniy a set

of strategies through whlch to improve womerr's material lives, but a critique aad
analysis of the very foundations of a society which uses gr;r.der iuequality to
organise itself (Crowley aad Himmelweit, 1992). The theoretical undel]linnings of
this thesis are grounded v.ithiu aa eclectic feminist pcradigm. That is to say, no
one specific feminist ideology has been adopted to provide an analysis of this
study, but rather, elements from a multiplicity of plausible feminist theories ar•:
combined to provide an explanation, aclmowledgiog the maay aad varied values of
each of the feminist perspectives.

Arguably, feminist ramiligms of marginalisation can trace their heritage to Marxist
roots. Prow Marx's theory that economic and political power are wielded by one
class arises the feminist argument that such power is wiel•!ed by the male sex. As
Tong (1989: p. 58) claims, "Marxist feminists, in recent years, have refocnssed the
attention from labour operations withiu households to the inequitable manner in
which this sanae sexual division oflabour operates in the workplace. More central
to this paper, however, is the liberal feminist notion of gender jt•stice. John Stuart
Mills, in the genesis of liberalism, argued that patriarchal society believes women
are ideally suited only to certain occupations (Tong, 1989).

6

The analysis by liberal feminists is that women's .... 'Pression, historically, has
resided in their exclusion from access to the
education and the public workplace.

Thee··

(1989, p. 2g) have been used as excr;ses r.

uli~

sphere, especially from

.uted roles, according to Tong
dfication to exclude women from

"the academy, the forum, and the market place".

It ic a key preurise of this paper that women are marglnalised, not only in maledominated professions but ir. every eiement of their existence, both past and
present. Marginalisation of women, in a holistic sense, refers to the manner in
which women are relegated to the outskirts [or margins] of: our knowledge; our
language; our history; our values; and the development for the future of all the

aforementioned.

Women have been made invisible in the writings of our history. Little historical
documentation details the role and impact women have had in the evolution of
human kind over huodreds of years, as though women were passive bystanders
throughout all those events in time that required action, strength, courage, sacrifice
and hard work.

Not only has women's experience been ignored but when it has been documented
it has been distorted (Oaldey and Friedan cited in Stanley, 1983). Writing from a

male-centred perspective, most historians have placed men as the key subjects and
positioned women in relation to them (Hughes, 1994). Efforts are being made

within contemporary feminis't literature to revi.se written history, so as to include
the contribution women have made to the devdopment of humankind. 'flus will
provide an analysis of events, which have impacted upon women in particnlar,

from a woman's perspective.
7

Feminist discourse has brought to the contemporary theoretical forum the
awareness that women have been, and still are, excluded from the production of
·~ultaral

fonns. Language is an integral cultural fonu and our English language

excludes the feminine from it. With intention or not, men have fonnulated a
semantic rule which positions them as central, as the nonn, and they have
classified the world from that reference point Men have engaged in this process
for some

tim~.

therefore, the oi!ence of women has been a cumulative process.

Conceptoally and materially excluded from the production of knowledge, women's
meanings and experiences have been systematically blocked out (Spender, 1985).

This exclusion of the feminine fonu in our language provides the dominant group,
the language makers (men) with a linguistic device, both yerbal and written, which
further renders women as invisible.

In so doing, women's oppression and

margiuallsation is perpetuated.

This paper supports a l<ey premise of feminist theory that l<uowledge is socially
constructed. We come to !mow through various institutions, structares and social
phenomena operatiog within our society or

spher~s

of influence. We are not born

lmowiog but rather learn and construct lmowledge of our world by absorbing
'

infonuation and the afl'ective values of those people and social structores that
operate within our environs and have great influence over us.

Feminist

theorists

argue

that

this

socially-constructed

l<oowledge

is

phallologocentric because of the patriarchal natare of Olli existence. That is to say
that our human epistemology, incorporating those unchallenged assumptions, is
constructed through the eyes of a male "Weltanschauung". Women have been
excluded as the producers of lmowledge and as the subjects of knowledge. Men

have made their ovm lmowledg~ and their own gender representative of society.
Using the. male eo:perieoce ru; the norm or as a yard-stick, female experience falls
at the other end of a bi-polar scale (Spender, 1981; Stanley, 1983). Ready
generalisations are made from the experiew:e of males to the whole population.
This male world view permeates the heart of organisational cultnre !llld among
other things has a deleterious effect on the opportauities of women to fully
participate in the worl<pluce. This is particularly so if that workplace has had a
tradition of male dominated participation.

2.2

MARGINALISATION WITillN FEMINISM

For the purpose of this thesis it is vital that there be a clear understanding of the
term "marginalisation" as it refers to women. In an holistic sense, rather than a
specific labour market sense, marginalisation is not restricted to women, since both
indigenous people and people from ethnic backgrounds experience social,
economic and workplace marginalisa!ion in Australia. It is acknowledged that
feminist paradigms have identified and explored the marb>inalisation of women in
society, (Spender, 1983; Stanley & Wise, 1993; Tong, 1989; Witz, 1992) and more
specifically the greater mMginalisation, within Australia, of women from nonEnglish-spealcing backgrounds (Hughes, 1994). Researclters, such as Spencer and
Podmore (1987), have identified marginalisation as being an important negative
aspect of women's employment.

Factors contributing to the marginalisation of women include: the existence oi
stereotypes about women, their worl< and the nature of professions; the
significance of sponsorship and role models toward building a successful
professional career; the importance of informal relationships; the concept of
9

professional commitment; and the unplanned nature of women's cr.reers. It is this
element of feminist theocy !hat will be

t~sted

against the career experience of

women who have left the Western Australia Police Force. The r•searcb, which is
the subject of this paper, is gro~'lded within a broad feminist perspective. In part,
it will examine whether factors which contribute to ihe marginalisation of women

in male dominated professions, as identified by Spencer and Podmore (1987),
apply in the case of women who have left the Western Australia Police Force and
whether these factors significantly contributed to their not returniog to their chosen

career.

CHAPTER3
CONTEXT OF THE STIJDY: WOMEN IN MALE DOMINATED
PROFESSIONS

'
'

Parallelling fue growth of academic and popular lmowledge on fue historical and

contemporary : : ·~atus of women in policing is an emerging consciousness of the
existence of women in male dominated professions. There is, however, a paucity
of literature relating to women who work in a male dominated environment. What
literature fuere is indicates a strong support for fue notion tlmt women who choose
to participate in fuose occupations historically considered to be fue domain of men
are marginalised Historical and contemporary literatrne asserts that women who
have entered traditionally male dominated occupations have faced discriminato>y

hiring, promotion and assignment policies, opposition and sexual harassment from
male co-workers, and inadequate on the job trainir~ and socialisation (Farnworth,
1992, p. 278).

For fue purpose of this chapter, a labour market definition of marginalisation is
fuat fuere is a set of implicit rules which militate against women in organisations.
Female participation in the worlcforce is restricted by male jlerceptions of fueir
ability as workers and the appropriateness of their work. The work fuey do and
fue level at which fuey operate within an organisation is determined by these
Implicit rules. Marginalisation, as it occurs in the labour market generally and
specifically in fue professions, has definable and interlinked indicators. These
marginalising factors include fue existence of stereotypes about women, fueir work
and fue nature of professions; fue signifi.cance of sponsorship and role models
toward building a successful professional career; the Importance of informal
rel8tionshlps; the concept of professional commitment; and the unplanned nature
of women's careers (Spencer and Podmore, 1987; Lahtinen & Wilson, 1994).
These themes provide a framework for exploring the Impediments to women's
participation in male-dominated professions generally and more specifically
policing in Western Australia.
12

3.1

STEREOTYPES OF WOMEN, THEIR WORKANDTHENATUREOF
PROFESSIONS.

The perception that stereotypes exist about women, their work and the natare of
professions, goes beyond that represented in organisational literature. It is a
perception which, to date, has been embodied and embedded ill our socially
constructed learning.

Gender differences nre deeply embedded in the beliefs and
practices of our organisations. They often occur in the day-to-day
decisions regnrding recruitment, assignment of tasks, performance
appraisal, promotion and pay.
(Cahoon, 1991, p. 14}

This perception is not restricted to those professions which, to date, have been
male dominated.

Rather lhese perceptions operate within the community's

everyday existence and manifest themselves with a deleterious effect on women
within, nrnong other things, a labour mnrket or professional setting.

These stereotypes take the fonn of a perception that women's innate characteristics
mean lhat lhey nre

'emotional', 'unstable'

and 'not decisive enough'.

Furlhennore, because of these innate characteristics, women are not suited to
particular professions. Those professions in question nre also subject to lheir own
stereotypes: lhat is, lhey arc prohibited to women because they are physically
demanding, 'combative', and hence unsuited to women (Spencer and Podmore,
1987, p. 2)

The logical sequence is that women, becaus~ of !heir innate

13

has steadily incl·cased in li'<3CCi1t yeQ:m. A1iliongh close to 50% of k:w gradurrter; in
ustr, u m:c noYJ
Weste.m Aali

"~~.vomcn.

' ' ' ' A
\VC cannot r-.ssumc fust
tueu· entry mto u1"J

system vvill mea..Y! gendm.- eqtu'llity. Tne Western Australian report of fur. Chief
Justice's Task force on Gender Bias (1994) stated that as at 30th Jmw 1993,
although 26% of !he profession holdinc practice certificates were women, only
10.2% cf the pminers in legal practices were women and 67.5% ofwomenlav;yers
were employees. Only 5.4% of the partners in the five largest law finrw in Perth
were women.

This sitoation is not unique to Westem Australia. In the United States the number
of females achieving senior legal positions who rue marrled, with cbitr:ren is
almost nil, while the number of men who are married with children moving into
the same positions is almost 90% (Malcobn, 1994). It would be safe to aq,'lle that
law remains a male dominated and male orientated profession. Similar results
have been found in medicine, engineering, academia and public sector
management (McAuley, 1987; NevJton, 1985; Still, 1992; Still, 1993).

The sexual division of labour in mass production phmts is used ns an example by

Game and Pringle (1984) to highlight the use of binmy opposition to further
oppress &"ld mru:ginalise women within the white goods indus!ry. Their argument
is based on a series of polarities which are broadly equated with masculinity nnd

ferninir;.ity. They claim the most obvious distinction is benveen fl!dlled nnd
unsldllcd.

Others include: heavy/light, dirty/clem1, dmigemuslless dangerous,

interesting/boring, mobile/immobile.

The flrst of each of 'i:lwse ljH.irs is held to b0 appropl'iat0 fm· mcn1 or 1nc11

i!W

nssumed to be beftcr nt it. The second is cee.::1 os 'npproprintely fc.mab'. fu the
case of women, natura is seen to piny a great:.::r pm:t thn_.q that for men. Vt!ome:u, it
is though4 nre nnturaliy better at boring, fiddly m1d sedentmy work.

TI11;se

polarities or biliary opposition. operate ncross Ute :mmufactu.rbg indl.!St_(,J as o.
whole. They serve not o11ly to define jobs wil.hin industry but across industries as

,,..;,rell Industries such as mining 12rc defined as 'male' because they nrc heavy ot
dangerous. Electronics m-e defined as 'female' because they involv~ vmric fuat is
light and cleilll. In male-dominated industries such as sugar refining, (skilled,
mobile or heavy work), women are concentrated in such areas as packagh1g (light,
repetitive, hmnobile) (Game & Pringle, 1934).

Williams (1992) refers to this phenomenon as vertical occupational segregation.
This tern> is used to desclibe the way in which men are most commonly found
working in the highest levels within occupations, while women are marginalised to
the lower grade occupations and the lowest levels within the same occupations.
As an example, women predominate in the teaching of young children (low statos)
whilst men predominate at tertiary level lecturing (high status).

As a concluding comment on the stereotypes that exist about women, their worlc,
and the nature of professions, Game and Pringle (1984) state that ti'le lack of
inberency in respect of the gender divisions of jobs indicates clear support that the
gender definition of worl~ and the sexual division of labour, are socially and
historically constructed. Men more successfully enter a spread of both men's and

women's occupations, while at the same tirac maintaining e::-r.clusivc control over
tlle f01mer. This suggests iliat men nre the gate!,eepers of gender segregation.

15

· noulli"1g
·• · wuercnt
· '
. jous
. '· tnnt
' marces
' me1"1~
·•
. ' rrppropnate
. ly xemn
" Ie or
m
ClhlG.?
There 1s

women's \Jort.

(Cocl~bur.i!,

1991). As men's work becomes dmile.r to

~::omen's

work in a pa.rticular worlcplace, vJomen. vrill be rrllocnted different jobs, mid the
nature of vvomen's

•.vorl~

redefined in order to maintain a distinction between the

sexes (Game & Plingle, 1934).

3.2

THE SPONSORSHIP SYSTEM

The sponsorship system or meutoting is often rlescribed as involving a veteran
professional who takes an active interest in the career development of a younger

professional. Mentorng is an interactive process wl1ereby mentors
(a)

encourage the dreams and support the career aspirations of

their proteges;

(b)

provide opportunities for the proteges to observe and

participate in their worl<; and

(c)

help theix proteges become aware of the unwritten rules and

politics involved in the profession.
(Wright & Wright, 1987, p. 36)

Mentoring is a supportive relationship between two or more people with many
dimensions.

It has been touted into the nineties as n highly compleJ4 people-

related sldU "vhlch hM "the power to enhance: 1mowledge; (.;motionnl :;tnbility;

problem solving and decision malci.ng ability; creativity; opportunit-y;

,gcrrerativit~;

in individuals, nnd mcrale and productivity in organisations nnd professionsn
(Carden, 1990, p.276).

16

Ynis process :may t2.Ym

valur!.blc hlstoricnl
nssociati.ons to

~l!.e

foru of

!motvledg~

r~eep

cr~ccr

ymthiur;; introductions to the right

of the orgunis:rtion; m.ul facilit2.ting in:forma!

abrerrst of the cmTent status of vwr:i..:. Tltls is sGid to be

difficult for women ·witllln mole clominnted p.~ofessions due to the lad;: of sc;nior
women. Carden (1990) suggests that the interr:sts ofv.romcn are best served if they
have a v,romun mentor.

Although most of the mentoring modelg and research are based on the white male
experience, mentorship may be equally, if not more, impor'..ant for women. Wright
and Wright (1987) cite studies conducted in the early eighties wltich conclude that
mentorship was n critical factor in the success of professional vvomen's careers and
contend that there is a shortage of female mentors in business, academia and other
professions. They also believe that mentors choose proteges \vith whom they

identifY and identification is likely to depend on age, gender rend sooial class. For
this reason many women and minorities lack mentors who can be instrumer..tal in
their careers.

Mixed gender sponsorsltip relationships can be fraught with dangers. Participants
in a male/female mentoring relationship must transcend the sexual tensions and
Iceep the relationship on n career basis. They arc also at risk of gossip, jealous
spouses and talk offavomitism. A female protege may no! be able to use hor male
mentor as a role model in the mea of bahmcing family and work, especially if the
male mentor began hln carerr in a traditional family vJith a ville at home to ttll\e
care of the chlldren and household (Wright & Wright, 1987).
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VVith there presently being so few women mhigh icvel positions there is
of l:no,.Nledge about trlle sw.ture of ;,Jomcu ss mentors and
women mentors.

tl10

nlnCEll/1

cho.mct;.;ristics of

Yode>;r (cited iu Crmkil, 1990) conducted c. nhrd:rl of women

grnduntes from on Am.ericrm Iv1ilitnry Ac2rlemy. She labelled VJhat she observed
as the reluctance of successful \Vomen nithi:u mcle domin2.tecl occupations to

actively sponsor novic0 ,~.romeu,

2.s

the 11qu.een bee syndromc11 • Yoder nrgues ID.nt

ilie paudty of female mentors is a logical sequenc~ of differences ~ O\ 1ortunities
and other situational constraints inherent in the role of the token womru1. Yoder
identifies three situational constraints to the mentoring activities of token women
who have made it in n male dominated profession:
(a)

performance pressure due to the greater visibility of tokens;

(b)

\UlCertainty of established tokens about how to relate to

tol.:en newcomers; and
(c)

chronic conditional acceptance of tokens by the,

'inant

grollp.
(Yoder cited in Carden, 1990, p. 292)

Alth~ugh

it is difficult to institutionalise mentoring programs it is nevertheless

possible. Schwartz (1992) cites the example of the Coming Company, which hns
found that mentoring has made a difference in its nbility to promote nnd retain
women.

It has been found within that company that women move up faster

through the organisation with the benefit of a mentor who holds a higher rank

The assigtllllcnt of v1mn.~n to training units as instructors nnd the rmiring of new

women "Yithmore experienced female members provides role mode!s m1d mentors
in a loss lltreatcning female envirorunent (Linu & Price, 1935).

nr:.suu
'·

. dgement f:·t'!ster,
JU

" VJOrLilll.!J
,. WJ.til
.• owe.r
• women~ tilW.U
" VJh en YJCL~mg
l'
..
;..·;,rncn
vn.'i.n
men.

ROLE MODELS, PEERS AND lNFORMAL HELATIONSHIPS

3.3

There is evidence from B[lldurn's (1977) wodc iliat Y.rc learn most ef:fectivdy from
models we like or respect nnd models with vthom we have n nst in common.

Thus, femalez within nn organisation will benefit most from professional role
models who are fcmnle. Crouch (1985) posits that socinlisation involves lcaming
appropriate behaviour both in tenns of vthut to do Ln. s given wodcplace situation
nnd in terms of a genernl style or role that could be adopted, particulnrly in male
dominated profeszions. Frunworth (1992), in her study offcfilale prison officers at
Pentridge, comments that female officers lmd special problems lenming how to do
the job. She asserted that new female officers felt that had they observed a more
exper_~

:need femnlc officer interacting with prisoners they would have ler:rnt more

job r
oB

cl slcills. Crouch (1985) supports this notion and odds thai womcnjlrison
,1;,;

may have difiicultieg with respect to defininB nnd learning appropriate role

behaviour due to the shortage of female officer role models.

Women prison

officer recmits must rely on male role models, which often presents u problem

since women often bring to the work settlltg cultural experiences thnt mo.l::e
modelling ti10ir belmviour on male prison guords difficult

Difficulties

experienced with role models not only hamper advancement throughout nn

organisation but can also be one of tllC most stressful aspects of the female prison
3Uf1-rds' job (Crouch, 1925).

Informal relntionshipn me the

rmd m3rr ru:c the

r;atc:~ezp;;;rn.

!~ey

to successihl integration into any orgaillsation

Vl.hen o. mm j9ins a :male~dornirw.tecl orr;2-illsntion,

iUs colle3[p3es or his illCti."!S may invite llim. fo.:r social
11

11

,

clrinl~

.nftei v-.rorlc 'io 11fill

hi_m in on cvcrythin!] h~ h~s to !crJ.on. 11 He may be invited to play golf on Sm.1day

morning; he rnr.y b~ invitecl to ¥Jcdnesdr.:y night's cm-d ga...m.e; he may be [!,c;ked to
play in the social club cricket team; he muy be taken out on someone's 'buck's
night'.

It is in this informo.l situation funt ccceptancc is bestowed upon 1he

nev;comer.

In a male-dominated

~professio~

mnles set the rules oi social

interaction. As such, fue same acceptance is not g;anted to tlte new woman in the
mnle dowinated organisation as it is to her ma1e counterpart. As n result, women
are not privy to the important work related information being commented upon;

they arc not engaging in supportive managerial relations and, as such, they are not
able to take full advantage of the benefits of 'networking'.

Crouch (1935) noted from his studies on women guards in men's prisons that these
women faced several barriers to their progre;.zion through the corrective

organisation.

lt wns identified that the lack of role models and informal

associations was high among the reasons for women's lowt.'.red expectations of
successful careers.

Of greater concern is tl1e fact that many women employed in male dominated

professions are employed as token females. Women within a prison system are
often the only female on that shift, or at iliut facility o_r unit, or often the only

woman in n particular region. Some women may not get to speak to m1.other
female colleague 1mtil the shift change when they have a brief chance to

gocialise.
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~l<

or

These brief interludes me insufficient time for women. to be able to nctwor!r,

scc~c

support, asJ.;: advice, discuss problems or enjoy tl:te companionship 81d recogn.iso
the value of other \vomen. l ~.nnw borg (1989} claims thnt thb to!cen status in illlY
mnle dominated V!orlt environment menus that these \Vomen. come u.nder n

disproportionnte amoll!lt of scrutiny, vihlch further reduces their confidcnc;;.

3.4

THE CONCEPT OF PROFESSIONAL COMMITMENT

The difficulty in assessing a woman's commitment to a career or professional field

is that in pro\idiug a measurement we are in fact using a male constructed view of
what it is !o be committed.

We '"e usirog the male definition of craeer

commitment ns the "norm11 and whatever fnlls outside that definition is to be 11less
committed 11 •

TI1ere exists n male notion of professional commitment which bears the

implication of all or nothing
11

11
•

V/omen who use sick leave to stay at home to care

for unwell children; who nru household enands in ilieir lunch break; who are
called away from worlc to attend aging or ill parents; who go straight home when
:finishing work to tend to family needs; and who require. career breaks to bear ~md
rear infants; are seen ns being less committed to their cureers. Men who nrc
c.ommitted to their cnreers do not succumb to these impediments vrhereas women
do.

Organisations h~ve been shaped nnd fashioned by men and
remain a masculine domain. Socinl codes m1d beliefs nbout
numagement have been conGtn!Cted from stereot?picnl male

trcit'J [lnd experiences. For women llUl'~uing ::1 mm1ngcment
cnrecr this :m£Sculinc mwagemcnt
2!

cultl~c

has a llillnbcr of

~onsequcnceo)
contmitmen.~

including misconceptioas

about fheir

ru1d stereotypic2i nssu.."Tiptions about their

competency.
(Thomson, 1193, p. 7)

This rni::conception about career commilmen! is compounded by th,; unplanned
nature of many women's careers. While, typically, men's careers o.rc planned

women's careers suffer from brealcs and hiatuses {Spencer & Podmore, 19fl7). The
male notion of career commitment assumes unbroken se:rvice as an indicator of
such commitment.

Lahtiuen and Wilson (1994) believe tllere is a myth about pregnancy in the minds
of employers. The myth is i:he belief that women will leave to have babies and that
organisational wastage due to pregnancy is greater than for any oilier reason. In a
1994 study conducted by Angle and Perry (cited in Lahtinen & Wilson, 1994)

mo!bers were found not to be less committed to their wotlc and careers than fathers
and in fact it was fmmd that some employers found women to be more conunitted
to their careers than men. One explanation offered is that women have fewer
mobility career opportunities so they tend to become restricted. Lahtinen nnd
Wilson (1994) suggest that !be myth oflack of career commitment by women may
have come about because of the resjstance of men to accept women IDto

managerial positions.

Tbe 1939 Fitzgernld Inquiry in Queensland identified the existence of

misconceptions attached to beliefs about women in policing in that state. T'i!ere
vms n conunon belief iliat women are less committed to n career in policing tl1nn
their mule collenEues.
22

On closer examination it was found thnt over n five year period prior to the lliquhy
a greater proportion of mea tlum 'Nomen resigned from the QueenslrnU Police
Force nnd tlmt those women viho had resignee~ had served longer tlw.n. the malen.
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CHAPTER<!
LITERATURE REVIEW: WOMEN IN POLICING

More specific thrm the ge-ncml literature vihlcll e;cists nbout vm:rc_(;n in male
dominated p:a-ofession:;, is t.het litemrurc detailing the e1.'Perience of women in
policing.

Considerable litemture, lm:gely from the United States nnd Britai11,

shows that women still face mn:rginalisation iu police employment ( Adler, 1990;
Crisp, 1988; Edwards, 1990; Hindman, 1975; Martin, 1990; Potts, 1981; Potts,

This bou'y of lmowledge includes women's histories in police

1983).

organisations, recru.itmen.t ic;sues, curr.:mt employment issues, promotion and
attrition. A review of this literature follows.

4.1

ffiSTORY

Histories of policing ( B:illcin, 1988; Carrier, 1988; Hirst, 1990) show that women
have been involved in Police Departments from the begilmiug of the century. In
Britain, women were first appointed to a police force in 1916. In the U.S.A,
women were employed as prison matrons from 1845, although it was not until
1910 that a regular woman police officer was appointed to :m American police
fo1·ce. By 1945 only 210 American cities had appointed women police officers.

These women formed a separate branch or section, or, ns in London, n separate
parrulel force. By 1960 only 2% of Americllll. police officers were womell (Balicin,
1988).

Tne Australillll. C:>.1Jerience of female participation in policing reflects tlmt of other
countries.

In Westem Australia, Helen Dugdale and Laura Chipper V!ere

appointed to the forcr on lite 1st of September, 1917. These two women, together
witlt Ruth Dunlop, dominated the worl' of women police in Perth from 1917 to
1943 (Stella, 1990).
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VIomen V:!ere initially employed as prison matrons, "vifu n limiteU function. Their
participation w2s restricted to what were thoueht to be the 11femininen task:: of
dealing with juverules, families, und female offenders und providing clerical
support to male officers (IJ'Jordeu, 1993). The first three of Westem Australia's
women police were white Anglo-Saxons born be "ore 1835 und trcined to work in
the field of nursing or welfure. They were selected to police the morals of young
women nnd children and were considered to have the attributes appropriate for
such a role. O'Brien (1960, p. 26) captures the essence of the early policewomen's
perceived value in his account of the 1923 Victorillll Police Strike. He writes
Victoria's two policewomen played a vigorous part dming the ...
strike.

Miss Davidson was living in a hostel... and daily she

helped to feed the men who remaioed loyal.
There is evidence that even members of the police found it difficult to !mow just
how to address women police. When Western Australia's Ruth Dunlop's first
grandchild was born in 1943, the event was mentioned in the Police Union
Journal. She was referred to as "Mrs Woman Police Constable Duniop" (Stella,
1990).

Following the appointment of the women police, feminist social reformers
persistently challenged the restricted nmnbers of women police, their duties and
lack of autonomy. fu response to this lobbying throughout the interwar period, the
Conunissioners Connell, Douglas and Hunter confirmed the role of the women
police as that of preventative welfare.

As Stella (1990, p. 14) argues, this

definition of tl1e mle of the women police was used to restrict their numbers and
their duties nnd justiJY fueir position as a minor branch of the police depa.--tment.
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This narrow definitio.u of the femnle role enabled the Coillmissio.ner to

d~ny

ilie

womea police nccess to promotion nnd prevent them from bein!J trained ill
criminal investigation.

In Western Australia no woman police constable was promoted to the rank of

Sergeant until after the second World W&. The Women's Police Unit remained
under the control of the Commissioner ood Inspectors of the Central Police
Station, ®d iheir nwnbers were not increased until the second world war when
there were renewed fears of the spread of venereal disease. The primruy function
of the women police as "morals police" was confirmed.

It has only been wiihin the last twenty years that women have been fully integrated
members of police forces throughout the world (1973 Britain, 1976 Western
Australia).

There is still much concern however (Adler, 1990; Brown &

Campbell, 1991; Hochstedler, 1984; Prenzler, 1992) that histmy, policy, practice
and attitude combine to prevent women participating in policing and progressing
through the ranks to senior positions. In theory, women have equal opportunities
to apply to become police officers.

Rescarcil (Bell, 1932; Edwards, 1990;

L=eborg, 1939; Potts, 1983) shows, however, that despite legislation requiring
that police departments afford equal employment opportunities to men and
women, women are not accepted, retained or promoted in proportion to the
nmnbers that apply to join police departments, compared to meu.

Although

women are gaining entry into policing in greater nmnbers there are still implicit
barriers which margiualise women within a police career.
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4.2

RECRUITMENT ISSUES

The :recruitment policy of most organ:isati.onn is based on certain vnlues or

assumptions.

Police departments have, traditionally, operatell on m implicit

policy of police work being men's work Women were explicitly recruited for
work with women and children md were thought to be unsuitable for other !dnds
of police work Recently recruitroent of women into policing has undergone some
change. Police organisations no longer employ womc'll with the explicit objective
of having them deal with women and children and have made effort• to integrate
them into mainstream police work..

Police forces throughout the world traditionally used the quota system for
restricted employment of females. Those who did gain entry had to satisfy certain
height and weight criteria and only a restricted number of women were recruited
each year. This t"om1 of recruiting criteria has been legislated ogainst throughout
Britain, the USA and Australia.

Police forces then tamed to a physical

perfmmance evaluation (PPE) which, it was claimed, was job related. It is ru:gaed
within 1he literatl.lfe ( Brown & Camprell, 1991; Jones, 1986; LlllUleborg, 1939;

Potts, 1983; Potts, 1983) that this PPE has further excluded women as it is based
on :m element of strength, fitness and agility attributable to an averag~ fit man but
not necessarily the uorm for women. The PPE does not talce into account or mn!ce
allowances for gender differe11ces of build nor

d~es

it make allowances for age

differences. It is touted as being a recruiting criterin which epitomises equal
employment opportnnity.
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Spencer ond Poclmorc (19U7, p. 162) argue that it is not sufficient for <&
organisation to cany the disclv.iriler that it is 2:.1 cquul oppol'tunity employer~ since

"in some cases this messnge may have

n~

much sincerity of intent as do heaifu

warnings on cigarette ndvcrtisements11 •

Recruiting for the 1990s is still surrounded with scepticism. The 1939 QueellSland
Fitzgerald lnquity identified that women comprised 25% of applicants for the
Queensland Police Force but that an infmmal process had operated to l'.eep the
number of female police officers selected in any intalce to between 5% and 12%
(Fitzgerald, 1939).

4.3

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ISSUES

The literature details evidence of marginaliaed deployment of women throughout
all sections of policing, and in police forces throughout the world. Bell (1982)

cited studies which showed that U.S. policewomen predominated in clerical jobs.
Prenzler (1992) reviewed more recent studies which indicated that little bad
changed. He cited Martin (1990) lllld Fell<enes (1991) which showed that women
tended to have more administration and staff support assignments than men who
predominated in specialised wlifonn, tactical and patrol support units.
Furtheimore, women tended to leave patrol earlier to tal<e desk jobs and were
under represented in vice and investigative units. Prenzler (1992) suggests tlmt
sex-based differences in the way women are deployed may be because women
prefer inside jobs and dislli'e patrol

wor!~

li!eraturc.
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but this is not supported witlliu the

and bostage negotintioil: hov:mv.;r fuey

GYC llOt presen·~

ill the tacticcl

l'CSiJOTI.~~

group, &e dog sqm:d, Gpccicl v1eapon.s r;roups or nir v1ing (Sutton, 1992). Ther;e
finding" were supported by Joae" (1936) in n provincial British police force and
Brown and Cmnpbel! (1991) in a study on Strathclyde Police.

4.4

PROMOTION

The literature highlights the vaded methods of determining suitability for
promotion.

Some police departments create a pool of sui•able people, others

require a vnitten examination and supervisor's evaluation and some use other

criteria such as seniority or simply the choice of ihe chief (Hochstedler, 1984;
Martin, 1990). It was noted by Prenzler (1992) that those processes wiih the most
space for subjectivity, such as personal choice and supervisor's reports, had the
most adverse impa•'l on women's prospects. With women haviog entered policing
in increasing numbers only in recent years it is not surprising ihat seniority also
has au ndverse impact

Women face several barders to promotion. In a study conducted by Poole and
Pogrebin (1938) they noted that although many women stated that promotion was
important to them on joining, three years Iuter only a small number still aspired to
senior ranJ<s. They suggested that this might be due to factors indicative of the
marginalisation of women.

The lack of role models, ac!mow!edgmcnt and

acceptance of resistance from male peers nud lowered expectation due to relative
powerlessness and low mobility, were all cited ns factors conU:ibnting to

marginclisation.
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Brown and Campbell (1991) cite evidence from other studies r,ud their o,·m that
show \Vomcu want n fully illtety:ated role \vitiTht police ores-J.sa~ons 2Tid thz.t 31%
had applied for specialist positions, but thought their lac!c of sc:rv.icc, iack of

experience nnd the sexist nttimder; of male seniors would inhibit their chnnces.

It Wll.'l further noted by Poole ll!ld Pogrebin (1988) that women ru:e often eKcluded

from informal associations -v'Vith superiors resulting in their not having access to
important

wodc~relat{:d

infonnation, supportive managerial relations and

opportunity for advancement Tilis evidence of marginalisation is SUJlPOrted by
Lnnneborg (1989) who reports that progress through the organisation is difficult
due to tbe tol<en status of women. Lunneborg claims that due to there being so
fe,v women in any unit of n police department these women come under a

disproportionate amount of scrutiny.

On the basis of her research on women executives, Kanter (1977) identifies three
salient consequences of the token status of women in an overwhelnlingly
masculine envirornncnt.

First tokens nrc perceived as "in11 but not 'ht'' the

organisation lllld as they nre extremely visible, they experience stressful
performance pressures. Second, because of this high visibility, tokens attract a
disproportionate Qiilount of peer scmtiny.

Their

a~ypicnl

position in the

organisation lends to polarise the difference between the tokens (women) nnd the
donlinants (men). Third, the attributes nnd actions of these tokens are perceived as
fitting the stereotypes that donlinants believe to be true about the token group.
However Ott (1939) found that once the proportion of women rose above !olcerusm
they were then seen as competitors ll!ld hence opposed by mole co!lengues.
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4.5

ATTRITION

Histmicclly, nmnage:mcnt hm pzrceived t.hnt women ill'C not '"NO:rili b1.ing, trcining
or promoting due to the likelihood of their falling pregnant r:nd resizaing for

family reJsons. Furthermore it is considered tlmt once \7omen have children they
are beset with child care problems. Several studies have shown a higher turnover
rate for women than men (Brown and Cmnpbell, 1990; Fzy, 1933; Marilll, 1990)
but that turnover rate has been marginal.

It is thought that men resign to take on another job with greater prospects, but
women leave for chlldren, farolly reasons or to follow their husband who is

transferred. The implication is that women have less organisational or cnrccr
commitment nnd are less involved in theii work as contrasted to men. This has

been shm,.vn not to be the case in a review of studies on v1odcing women presented
by Lahtinen and Wilson (1994).

Martin (1990) showed in her study that child care was a significant issue for 16%
of men and 38% of women. Prenzler (1992) cited evidence from anotlter study

that 59% of officcrn in tl1e Los Angeles Police Department had one or more
chlldren nnd the nature of police work being shift wml<, overtime, emergencies nud
transfers made the balancing of home life and career vezy difficult. Wifb. tlm

current expectations of women as

child~raisers

particular impact to women.
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and home maicets, this is of

4.6

RETUlll\JERS

Oflcey i11te.rcst ~o tl.1is paper is the oppm:tnnity for women, who have resigned dur.
to fmnily commiD.:ucnts o:r other re2smls, to Ieturn to their police cmeer. The
London Ivlelropolitan Force lin regarded as a lender in

tlu~

field of equal

oppori.-unities rnd nccordinn to Lock (1990) police mananers vvithin ti1nt

organisation hnve become convinced of the nee·d to 12ttmct women bnc!;: nfier
maternity leave. Tiley see it as not only a saviag on trainiog, but the presence of
mature, family officers is seen as good for fue image nnd stability of the service.
This was seen as such a vnluable initiative lhat in 1990 the Home Office Research
Unit in London produced a worlcing party report entitled Policewomen RelllmCI~
as a Recruiting Strategy. Apart from thls there is a scarcity of literature on tltis

particular issue. It is Uris lack of investigative literatme, in Ausll:alia, on the topic
of policewomen returners, that compels a study of the factors affecting the
discontinuance of femalo police careers ;md an identification of factors affecting
their decision not to rejoin.
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CHAPTERS
METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY

5.1

MODELOFANALYS!S

Recognition of the value of feminicc theory to provide an explanation of the
experiences of women in male dominated professions suggested the employment
of a methodology in harmony with, and ahariug the basic assumptions of; feminist
ideology.

Quantitative methods of data collection were valuable tools to indicate the size of
the problem for this study. hritial quantitative analysis of the attrition rates for
women in the Western Australia Police Force showed that 45 women had resigoed
and not retmned to the force over the last four years. This is not a large figore in
itself but the number of women recruited intu the force in that same four year
period was only 92. Attrition is a significant concern then, since the net gain in
that four year period is only half the number of women recruited.. Quantitative
analysis in this instance was able to indicate there was a problem but not its
.~etiology,

its impact on women nor implications for future targets for a more

equitable representation of women within the police force. It also had serious
liruitations for this study, despite being a valuable indicative tool, since it
downgrades the importance of the persona and of experience (Reinhartz, 1992;
Roberts, 1990).

ii

'
i

'
'i'

This study is research for women rather than Oil women. Bowles and DueIIi Klein
(1983, p. 90) define research for women as research that tries to take women's
needs, interests and experiences into account and aims at being instrumental in
i"'proving women's lives in one way or another. It was felt that this could not be
achieved using a quantitative methodology.
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Qualitatiw methods of data collection hold basic axioill!l that are in sympathy with
feminist ideology.

These axioms include: the acceptance and embracing of

multiple 911d intangible realities rather thaa one single reality; the recognition of
the value of inquirer/respondent internctivity; the acceptance of a multiplicity of

truth statemenL<; and the acceptance and encouragement of the role played by
values in qualitative studies (Guba & Lincoln, 1981).

It was decided that a

qualitative methodological approach would best serve the women who were to be
iuterviewed, the interviewer, and, as a consequence, the study by providing the
means with which to elicit the multiplicity of responses expected from the women.

5.2

INSTRUMENT

Semi-structured interviews were chosen, to facilitate the active involvement of the
participants in the construction of their experiential data.

Interviewing is an

appealing technique amongst feminist researchers as it offers access to people's
ideas, thoughts, and memories in their own words rather than in the words of the
researcher. This is a particularly important asset if the contention is held that for
centuries women's ideas have been ignored altogether or that men have done the
spealdng for them (Reinharz, 1992).

There are other issues associated with

interviewing within a feminist paradigm such as: its historical significance; t.lte
importance of avoiding control over others; women interviewing women; the

'''

interactive relationship of participant and researcher; and the extent and nature of
researcher self disclosure.

However for the purpose of tllis study an

aclmowledgment of the complex nature of interviewing withba u feminist paradigm

will suffice.
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It was decided to conduct interviews with as many women as it was possible to
contact who had left the police force within the last four years [n=45J. A letter
was drafted outlining the purpose of the study, it• parameters, the voluntaiy nature
of the women's involvement and the confidentiality and anonymity of the research.
This letter was sent under the aegis of the Assistont Commissioner (Personnel)
[Appendix A] and fonvarded by the Western Australia Police Force to female
members who had resigned within the last four years, encouraging them to make
contact with the researcher at either a work number or at home. By forwarding the
invitation to participate in this manner it was thought that the women's privacy
would be respected and that they would feel happier koowing that their personal
detnils of employment had not been given to a stranger.

A semi-structured interview schedule was designed in consultation with serving
female police officers and women from other male-dominated professions. The
schedule was trialed on two serving female members of the organisation. It was
felt that by trialing the interview schedule on these two women it would validate
the questions as to their relevance to a policing environment without reducing the
ah·eady small potential sample group of leavers. A semi-structured interview was
seen as more beneficial to the research than an op"n-ended interview, as the
study's pmpose, in part, was to test whethe< women experienced margiualisation
within their police careers. As such, there had to be an element of structure to the
schedule addressing those factors contributing to female marginalisation within
male-dominated professions.
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5.3

...

'"----·--·- --·--"-

PROCEDURE

Letters inviting participation in lhe research stndy were sent to nil 45 women
1hroughout Western Australia and lhe eastern states. Some letters [n=3] were
re!nnied to lhe researcher marked ".not at this address". Police personnel records
were again searched and lhe address of the next of kin was obtained so lhat lhose
invitations returned could be re-addressed. Of the 45 lette.rs sent to women who
had resigned from the Western Australia Police Force within lhe last four years
ouly ten responded with an acceptance to participate. Some had moved interstate
and did not respond, some had married and moved to the couatry and olhers [n=8]
were still living in Perth at the address the letters were sent to but, for whatever
reason, chose not to respond. Networking by the accepters was used to increase
lhe size of lhe sample group to 15, although 1hree of these 15 had left lhe police
force between eight and ten years ago. It was decided to keep these women in the
sample group to test if their responses were similar to those of the women who had
left more recently.

Although no comparative analysis would be made, it was

interesting to note whelher their responses differed. The sample now represented
30% of the number of women who had left policing within the last four years and
was considered a large enough group from which to collect experiential data.

Upon acceptance, participants were sent a letter confirming lheir williogness to be
interviewed and ackoowledging the ethical issues involved in such a study
[Appendix B & C]. A copy of the interview schedule was included in the leiter of
confirmation [Appendix D]. This was seen as being an iroportant strategy as some
women had been out of policing for a longer period than others and may not have
reflected on their police experience recently. This gave the women a chance to

think about their responses prior to the interview.
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The women were then contacted by phone to

~stablish receipt

of the confumation

letter and to request an appointment to speak with the researcher. The interviews
were conducted independently of each other in a place and at a time determined
by, and deemed to be most convenient to, the participant. The interview locations
ranged from the kitchen bench whilst feeding the baby to the "Crib" room [lunch
room] of a police station. This convenience, familiarity and friendliness was seen
as being important, not only because it was well grounded within a feminist
ideology, but also because it was considered vital to the collection of rich
qualitative data. Some particip1111ts were interviewed alone [n=7] whilst others
were happy to have children [N=6], mothers or girlfriends [n=2] present. The
duration of the interviews averaged one and half hours although some were as long
as two and a half hours, depending entirely on how much the participant wanted to
share, digress, explore and interact with the researcher.

The interviews were tape recorded with the permission of the participant.. The
researcher informed them of the convenience of recall with a tape recording and
the accuracy of transcribing. Participants generally accepted the recording of the
interviews, although some did not. It was felt by some [n-2] tltat the information
would get back to the police and they wonld suddenly experience repercussions.
A further three were not recorded as their interviews were conducted by telephone,
since the participants were living io country locations not accessible to the
researcher. At the outset of each inteniew the participants were reminded of their
volontary participation in the study, the fact that they could withdraw their consent
at any time throughout the interview and that they did not have to answer any
question they were not happy to answer. A precis of her interview was sent to
each interviewee so that participants might object to or dispute any of the data
recorded.
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This ensured that the transcription wos a vclid intexpretation of the experiential

data collected from the participant. This strategy went some way to addressing the
issue of the validity of the study.
)

''
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CHAPTER6

FINDINGS

.. .Ii

This chapter will present the findings of what the participants recalled about the
experience of their police careers. The findings will be presented in a thematic
snucture rather than a question by question analysis as the women's responses
formed five main themes. The demographic nature of the sample group will be
presented first, followed by the women's in-service experiences, their perceptit'ns
of support networks, the experience of their leaving, their perceptions of returning
and, finally, other interesting data that emerged.

6.1

DEMOGRAPHY

Of the IS women interviewed, all were single and childless when they joined the
Western Australia Police Force. Their ages atjoiniug ranged from 19 through to
25 years, with a mean age of 21 years. All of the women interviewed were white
Australians from an English speaking baclcground.

Length of service ranged from 4 years through to IS years, with a mean of 7 years
police experience. The level of education attained by the women fell into three
categories. Achievement certificate level [year 8 high school] was recorded by
two participants, whilst nine had attained the TEE level [year 12 high school) and
four had commenced an undergraduate tertiary qualification prior to joining the
force.

At the thne of their resignation from the Western Australia Police Force, 12 of the
women were married, nine of them to police officers, whilst three remained single.
Niue of the women were expecting babies aud two had small children on
resignation.
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When the women were asked their motivations for joining the police force, their
responses were similar. Their reasons included: having a long held desire to be
involved in policing; having family members in the job; a li1ce of the military
aspect to the organisation; and llidng the thougbt of a non-traditional c:ueer. The
most popul:u response was that the work held such variety and diversity of career
paths, uolike the traditional career options offered for women.

6.2

IN-SERVICE

The women were asked a series of questions related to the types of postings they
received once they had graduated from the academy, the tasks they were allocated
within those appointments and their peer and supervisor treatment of them duriog
their work experience.

The women's postings were all simil:u. Once leaving the academy all participants
were sent to a l:uge central pool for new officers. This central pool is llicened to a
teaching station, where new officers learn how to police within n city beat
environment. From there they were transfe1red to another station within the city
for more of the s:une type of experience. The first two years of their police career
were probably no different from that of their male colleagues other than the
females' perception that they stayed at these teaching stations longer than their
male colleagues.
Commented one woman:
At A [the teaching station], the men

didn~

want us

os partners and the Sergeants would expect you to
prove yourself all the time.
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Another said
The problem at A

W!IS

that there were so many

women at it because the Sergeants out in the suburbs
were sayiug that they didu't want a woman at their
station, and it meant the pool at A was growing.

In the end they had to say too bad, you have to take

one because there were patrols going out with
women pairs and they didu't like that.

The women who had left prior to 1991 were less critical in their responses. They
had joined the force when women were still part of the Women's Police Unit and
their comments on postings were a little more tempered. They expressed their
thankthlness at being able to participate in policing no matter what the role.
I stayed at A for 18 months but in those days there wasn't a lot of
choice. Women were not allowed to go to suburban stations. So
you had a choice of A or a big regional centre. You were limited
to what you could do. We weren't resentful, you were grateful for
what you got, we !mew no better in those days.
Another commented:
I went from the academy straight out to B and stayed there for a
long time. I felt I was being protected by not going out on the
street to work and do street policing and now I regret th•t I was
too young and too naive to stand up and say "I want to have a go".
Somehow I feel that I've been cheated.
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Not only did the women perceive that they spent longer at training stations than
their male colleagues but they felt that the range of opportunities was not open to
them throughout their careers.
i

'

lI

Nine of the women commeoted on their limited range ofpostings throughout their

I

police experience. They felt that they had floated from one acceptable assigurneot

'i

j
j

:~

:l

,.

'(,]

i,

'I'

to another: training station; law courts; child abuse unit; youth club; records;
communications; and the stables. One recent Ieaver commented on the fact that
she made it into a specialist squad only to find that she was not in a lcey position,
despite having the highest score for the specialist skill required for that unit.

'

I

j

Wheo asked about their treatment by peers and supervisors the women's responses

i

were dichotomous. They felt that their peers for the most part, accepted female

I

officers. This was particnlarly true of those who had gone through the academy

I

i

l
1

and trained with women post integration. These men had paraded, studied, run,
swum and shot beside womeo in the academy. They had seeo that women were
capable and competent police officers and presented less resistance but still they
were not fully accepting. The women got '""eel to the type of ridicnle and put
downs delivered to them at each unit to which they were assigned.

They

considered it part and parcel of working in a male dominated profession. The
women commented:
•

On the whole [the men were] accepting • not embracing,
just accepting.

•

I was treated well, there was very little resentment once they
realised that you conld be trasted.
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•

The young guys coming into the job have got better
attitudes, but from about senior connie up, with about 13
years on them, they are hopek,s. Hopefully, now that there
are a lot more women around we are not as much of a
novelty, we still are a real novelty but not as much.

I had someone say to me in front of others - You don't

•

drink and you don't smoke and you don't f... coppers: what
good are you. That's the sort of thing you had to put up
with.

•

If the guys didn't want you there they could make it hard

for you.

The treatment of the women by supervisors or Sergeants was vastly different from
treatment by males of similar rank. The women recalled open resentment from
supervisory staff at having to allocate women to tasks.

The Sergeants were

considered to be of the "old school", men who had come through policing when
women were a separate

uni~

and did not patticipate in mainstream police work

The women complained that some Sergeants would:
•

give you a hard time but you learnt to stay away;

•

treat you like a stupid female;

•

display resentment;

•

be opeuly hostile and engage in put downs.
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The women were asked whether they perceived that they were allocated different
tasks from supervisors because they were a female or whether it was because they
were the new member at that unit. Many of the women [10] nc!mowledged that
they had been allocated different tasks ond saw this deployment as standard
procedure since they were the only female at that posting and a female was
required for that particnlar job. These particnlar jobs included search of a female
offender, interview and care of a rape victim or the care of chiid<en. The women
saw this work as additional or eJ<tra to their nonnal duties rather than their prime
function.

There was general agreement however, that women were allocated

different tasks and assigmnents because of their gender. Those who felt aggrieved
about their deployment commented:
•

The Sergeants 1il<e to tal<e the females out [patrolling in the
van].

•

More females get office uuty with the Sergeants "-"d you
always get stuck with the kids.

•

In the bush they are a bit in the dark ages out there. They
would rack off in the van and leave me in the office all day,
I would have to get on the radio !llld demand they come back
and get me. You have to assert yourself.

•

There were certain Sergeants that refused to work with
females so if you didn't get on with them it was made quite
difficult for you.

Some felt that they had been unfairly deployed or had witnessed other women
receive duties that would not have been allocated to a man.
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One woman commented:
I have seen a Sergeant wlllk past a busy policewoman and tell her
to make him a coffee whilst a group of male constables were
sitting around the desk joking about the weekend.

I have seen a male senior connie tell a female senior connie to take
care of three !<ids. She bit back aod told him to give the job to one
of the males who has kids of his own, she had none and wasn't
likely to have any, what did she !mow about kids. She got the job
just the same.

The women were positive about working with the public and the notion of being
able to provide a community service. The women felt that this aspect of service to
the community and "malcing a difference" was one of the high points of their work
experienoe. The women felt that they saw the service aspect of policing more than
a male was likely to, and that they saw it as a foremost consideration. What the
women were su!prised about was the secondary position that the public would put
the women in, when in the company of a male officer. All the women commented
that when accompanied by a male partner, the public would defer to the male, fuey
would look at him and answer to him, even if the female officer was aslcing the
questions. This would l:.appen even if the woman was accompanied by a male
who was considerably jnnior to her in rank

A!fuough the public are not

necessarily expected to recognise police rank, a similar situation would happen
within police partnerships. The women commented that iffuey were partnered by
a male junior in rank to themselves "fue male would automatically tiy to take
over". The women would have to gently remind them that tl1ey were the senior
officer in the inquiry.
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On the :.\ubject of promotion ten felt that promotion was important to them while

the remaining five felt thnt they didn't Wl\111 to be left behind !Uld were. happy to do
stndy units to keep up with their peers, but were not prepared to go "biting and
scratching through the ranlcs".
One woman commented:
It wouldn't do me much good nnyway, there are not many women
i~s

at the top, or even in the middle,

not easy to get to that point

fora woman.
Others stated:
Initially it was but after I got manied I got a different view. Not
only was it no longer as important but I knew I wouldn't get
promoted like my husband would.

Yes. Before merit based promotion came in I was hoping for a
commissioned rani<, now I doubt that I would have even got to
Sergeant

For females it's worse because they don't get the

experiences that count when it comes to applying for promotion.

Nho !mew I had a baby would ask me when was I
goiilg non-operational. As much as I would love to have been
home at regular hours with her I

couldn'~

because by going non-

operational I would be accepting those jobs that are not valued for
promotion.
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6.3

SUPPORT NETWORKS

The notion of peer support is recognised as integral to the healthy functioning of
any police organisation. One issue explored was whether women experience the
same peer support within the organisation as their male colleagues.

All of the women spoke of the support and encouragement they received and the
bond they felt with male recruits during their academy training. However they
perceived that when they were out in the organisation proper, that supportive bond
did not exist to the same extent. They perceived that when males went into the
larger organisation they were accepted by virtoe of their maleness whilst the
women were not.

Whilst still in the academy, before males or females are

socialised into the larger culture, women are seen as ordinary members of the
squad. Once they had graduated however, the women sensed a difference: the
men had absorbed the values and attitudes of the dominant group, although still
maintaining better attitudes to w omen than supervisors. The women commented:

I would hear guys I had trained with bagging women and I'd pull
them up and say, hang on, remember I beat you at such and such
and I saved your bacon with that essay. Then they'd say, "Yeah,

you're O.K., it's the other women".

I missed the feelings of mateship I had with the guys in the
academy. TI1e guys I worked with at the stations were never as
friendly and supportive. Tht:y were O.K, but never the same.

I never felt resentment from the guys at the academy but when we

got ou~ boy, was it different
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Participants were asked questions designed to determine their perceptions of other
women in policing being part ot; and providing, a support network There were
sigoiflcant differences between those pnrticipants who were not part of the recent
leavers group. These women [n=3] had joined policing prior to integration and
had worlced within the Women's Police Unit (WPU), staffed entirely by women.
Their responses significantly differed from the more recent leavers. The earlier
leavers had worked either entirely with women, or had worlted closely with
women as well llS men and had experienced larger numbers of policewomen in one
location. that those who had left more recently. The earlier leavers commented:

In those days we only went to certain locations so we worl<ed
pretty closely together. It was good we bonded well, we made
friends of each other a.nd you knew what the other one was going
througll and feeling.

We worked very closely together. I liked worldng with theru.
Those women I have worked with I have erjoyed and I still keep
in touch with them. Integration was good for women, they were
no longer seen as a speci'll group. It was good but it lost a lot of
the sisterhood that was there, that I don't think is there any more.

In the days of the WPU we would have meetings and you would
get to see who the Sergeants were. They were our role models.

rm sure nowadays half the girls wouldn't !mow each other and I'm
sure they wouldn't !mow anybody that was in the Sergeants rani<S
either.

Sl

Comments made by the recent leavers were strikingly different They did not see
women as JliO',iding a support network in policing. In fact they felt hos!ility nod
distrust toward !heir sisters in the job. The receot leavers commented:
N<> I didn't work vezy close. You never find many of them on
your shift or that because there are not many of them around. I
don't enjoy working with other women, they are too bitchy.
I hardly ever worked with another womao. Often I was the only
one.

I dido't see them as a support network I never had the

opportunity.

I have worked with anothe· woman as a one off thing. They are
spread so thin. To be a suppmi network you have to mal<e the
effort, there is not a lot of female bonding in the uoiform branch.
Female to female we are still quite wary of each other. For the
first few months we are still sussing each other out. Irs hard for
us to get close because there is only two or three of us on each
shift, and we get split up.

6.4

LEAVING

A key aspect to this paper was to determine why women left policing and did not
retnm to it Women were asked what their reasons were for discontinuing their
career, whether they wonld have considered staying on if other arrangements conld
be made and whether they wonld consider re-engaging.
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Of the fifteen women who resigned, nine did so because they were pregnant ll!ld
two because they had a small c!illd at home. Of the remainder, one kft to pursue
an athletic career, one resigned as medically unfit, one resigned due to marital
pressure, lllld one resigned due to a spouse transfer. The three women who were
earlier !eavers conuuented that when they became pregnant the organisation bad
not known what to do with them.
One woman commented:
When I got pregnant I was moved from the public eye and given a
lecture by an Inspector about how I had let the side down and was
transferred to .....
Another said:
When I left there was absolutely nothing in the Police Award for
women who would leave pregnant There was maternity leave in
there but it was really an unknown area for them. I had to ugbt
for every entitlement.
The third woman stated:
My husband was transferred to C [ a north west town] I had to
resign to stay at home and provide full time care for my child.

r

didn't know what C was like and I didn't know anything about
their child care system or who I could trost, so I had to resign.

The conunents of the more recent maternity leavers were no different from the
earlier leav.:rs. Although the orgaoisation had had four or five years more to think
of pregnant police officers as being acceptable, little had changed in terms of
accommodation. Men within the organisation still felt uncomfortable with police
officers being pregnllllt and pregnancy was seen as being the end of a police
career.
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The interviewees

~tories

contained two main themes. First, women connnented

that maternity leave was not long enough to stay at home with an infant. When the
time came to retom to work either mother or infant or both were not ready for the
event Secondly, those who did retom to work after maternity leave found that
they were not able to cope retoming to full time policing whilst having an iofant at
home.
I went bnck to full time for three months but I just couldn't handle

it, with a new baby it was just too much work

I was on maternity leave and you have to take it eight weeks

before you are due. This means that the baby was only 10 months
old by the time I had to go back to work, that's too young to leave
a baby.

I know of a senior connie who had used a lot of her maternity

leave up because she had a bad pregnancy, so she had to retom to
work when the baby was 6 weelrn old. She was a mess. She
asked for part time work and they said "so sad too bad". She
begged with them and said "yon are asking me to choose between
my baby and the job I love". In the end she had to resign.

Another participant was a sole parent. Her comments were:
I had a small child and I asked for part time work and they said
no. So, for two years I battled as a single mother with a small
child plus doing shift work, all the time asking for part time work
and even finding someone else to job share with and they just said
no.
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When asl<ed whe!her !he participants would have considered staying on if o!her
arrangements could have been made, !he overwhelming response was "yes". All
participants, except !he respondent who resigr.ed for marital pressure, wanted to
remain with the organisation ond continue their r.ureer in policing. The greatest
concern for these women was the length of maternity leave, and the lack of
knowledge, encouragement ond availability of part time work, job share or career
breaks. The women were assertive ond energetic in their responses to the question
of alternatives, other than resignation, being made available.
Yes definitely (I would have stayed on) they could have avoided
all of that by giving me part time worl< in the first place.

Yeah, it would have been great if maternity leave was longer, say
two years, then we would have all been ready for me to go back.

It woulda't tal<e a lot of brains to worl< out some lciod of package.

It's just !hut no one there wants to bother thiulciog about it.

The husbands of two participonts were serving police officers and were
transfe1red. One woman had no-one in the cowJ.I:!y town to which they were going
who could care for her child whilst both parents worked, she felt she had no option
other than to resign, an action she later regretted. She commented:
In retrospect I wish I had been able to sort something out because

I hated it at C and it would have been better if I was worldng. The
other thing is I can't get back into that career because I resigned.
The other participant whose husband was transferred was much more volatile in
her response. Her husband had received a transfer to a small counlly town but
there was no place for her as a policewoman.
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were due to leave tile participant was phoned nnd told tho.t her gran:~ of study leave
had been rescinded. Slncc she had only been married mree monilis ood did not
want to be separated Ji-om her husband the respondent felt lhere was no option for
her but to resign. Her story was:

I told them

'~I

don't want to leave., I don't want to leave, this is not

how I want to do this". They said "too bad1' , the union was not

interested and the staff office said "malce trouble for us and your
husband will never get anolher country transfer again".

This particnlar participant was most scathing in her criticism of lhe organisation's
inflexibility. She claims that she could have gone to lhe country station

ru;

a police

officer, since she ended up doing all lhe tasks of a female officer, unpaid, as lhe
wife of the station's policeman.

6.5

RETURNING

The biggest regret for all. of these women was not being able to return to policing
after resigning from years of police service.

Clrildbearing nnd faraily

commitments were seen as an important aspect of these years of their lives but
they wished it to be only a hiatus in their careers. The women expected that once

the children were of school age they would be able to recommence full time

wor1~

but believed tl>at resignation now prohibited them from picking up that career.
111e basis for this prohibition lay in modified recmitiug criteria whiclt women with
children fmd difficult to satisfy l!nd the lade of part time and job share work

arrangements.
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cnreer bre~~\s for individud.s had been cdr'h-ensed tlten there v1onld ho.ve been oLlieJC
options for them to a.ecl vlith W_mily comrnitmcnts, mther than res.ignlli.g. Sh1.ce
their initial enlistment ill ilic police force,

r~cruitin,a

criteria had clm.nced

dramatically. To rejoi11 the volice force these women had to compete vJith young

men and women ten to fifteen years their junior in a physical performance
evaluation [PPE]. They orgued that their years of police experience, general life
experience and matu:dty should put them i.u good stead for selection "compared to
an inexperienced 19 year old boy". On the subject of re-engaging one woman
conuuented:
Yes I would have loved to [rejoin] but when I applied they said
that they were not taldng any women at the age of 35 but I !mow
they were talcing men.

The other thing is I can't satisfy the

recmiting cliteria for today' s youngsters but then I think I have
proved myself to be a good Police Officer, I shouldn't have to.
There are others in the force who could not pass the test.
Another commented:
Yes I had considered rejoining until I found out the conditions.
From the physical side I'm not sure what they W!lll\ out of people.
They are either limiting themselves to an elite area of people or
placing too much importance on being physically fit. They don't
tal<c into account other experiences, the fact thst I have learnt a lot
since leaving. I have had to keep in touch with the real world, I
can talk to anyone, I can solve problems.
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On the subject of rcNcngnging h1. part time work~ one woman said:
!had n phone crili :fi:nm employee :relations to Dsi~ if I v1ould lilcc to
do p21t time worl;: but the catch was that I bad to do 12 monthn full
time work ou three rotating shifts out of A before I could go to
part time. I told them to stick it. I hadn't done 7 years service to
go back to bloody A, especially sioce I had skills and lmowledga
:from other depar!ments.

The women saw part time, job share and career breaks as a means of retnioiog
qualified, experienced, mature female police officers. This was seen as imperative
given the small number of women io policiog, the fact they are disproportionately
represented in the lowest ranlcs and the paucity of women io the middle and senior
ranlcs [Table 1]. They felt that their pe1manent loss was a waste of a valuable
human resource and could not understand why the same had not occurred to the
police orgenisation.

6.6

NOTES OF INTEREST

Otl1cr data emerged from this study that was both interesting and noteworthy. The
participants were asked how many women they thought would present oo ideal
proportion withio a police organisation. The majority [8] opted for between 20
and 30%, three felt that 10% was an appropdate number and a further three
believed that there were sufficient women in the organisation now, without
iocrensing numbers. One woman refused to talce a position on an ideal proportion
as she felt it was reminiscent of the days of quotas for the recmitmcnt ofwome.n.
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Not one womnn suggested gt:ndcr equality of numbers \vithin policing. '''hnt all
recognised was the lack of women at Sergeffiltlevel and !he fact tlmt tl>ew nrc no

female commissioned officer::;. As one v1omau commented:
More females rn:e needed ill the senior ranks. We don't have any
role models. T'ne majority of the females , :md I run talldng 90%,
arc In the lowest rallies.

Despite this lower than expected target figure for female participation ill policing,
the women were nevertheless positive about the value women bring to the job.
Although not happy to tallc about their personal value and successes, they were
eager to tulle of the general value of women ill policing. The participants generally
thought that wo<uen brought a different way of thinldng and acting to traditional
male taslcs and were able to demonstrate alternative methods of policing. The
value of women in policing, according to these participants, included: patience and
understanding; a wider perspective of thought; a less intimidating style of policing;
systematic and organised worlc methods; and the ability to defuse a situation. One

women commented:
Women are less aggressive. We rn:e not as intimidating, not us
threatening but that doesn't mean less effective. Women can often

defuse a situation whereas men will inflame it.
Another stated:
I thin!< we softened the linage a bit, not werucened it though. Yon
have to have the nmle/female balance in a job like policing.
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The v.romen Vlcrc rJso nsb.x1 -~r.rhether they mv1 rmy problems 'tv:ith. the orcm:rlsntion,
or the people iu it r'ill.d viheilicr they bed u..ny rccommendrrtimw for orgnuisotion<J1
cbange. The particil1fl.D.ts' responses wem surprisingly simibr. They cl1 felt

~nt

the recruiting nge of the organisation should ·_) lifted to over 21 yenrs of age.
They felt tlmt 19 was far too young to hold such o responsible position such as
police officer. They vrere able to cite instances where

1.1

19 yecr old t"lill. 11 Come

unstuck" because of a lacic of life experience, and this was corr;.r.ounded by the fact

that two 19 year olds would now partner eacll other, rather than have a mature
"buddy" operate with a junior member.

Further criticism was made of the inflexibility and inconsistency of the
orgunisation. Some people would receive study leave for "podiatry courses" whilst
others could not get leave for 11 business management". Comments v1erc made that
the explicit policy for part time or job share was vague whilst the implicit policy of
unavailability was much stronger. As one recent Ieaver commented
I nm hoping that some policy will come up regarding part time

work, but something a bit more fmmal than the bush telegraph that
exists now.

In an attempt to dissuade the participants from seeing the interview as a chance to
deprecate the police org:misation, and to finish the interview on a high note, the
women were asked what they found to be the positive aspects of the job. Their
ovcnvhclming respon~e wes the feelings of c8maraderie th.2t was felt by evccyone
in the job, the friends fuat were made, tiw feelings of belongina to c large fmnily.
Another significant positive aspect of ilic job for women

Vl[lB

the excitement m1d

vmiety ofwmk They all felt that ti1ey would roilier be policing wifu its diversity
of worJr, oppo:rtr:m.ity for

"~mricd

life en:pcriences, and prmd.sion of 8ervice to the
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people ofWcstem Australia tha\1 ooy other job they could tb.inl< of. The women

shared consensur:; on the issue of police worl;: being well paid and secure

"zspcchilly for n femclc".
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CHAPTER 7

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION

Analysis of t.hc dnta Ghov;.;s the pnrticipantfi \VllO are no longer employed ,m.th the
Western Australin Police Farre, experienced margimtlisation. dmin:3 their police
careers. Oti1.er themes shmvn in tl1c n.ttnly.sis arc ilie lack of recog:vJtioll of this
marginalisntion, !he lack of support networks and the negative experi"nce of their
lea1ring.

7.1

MARGINALISATION

None of the women expressed happiness or satisfaction with their deployment or
treatment.

The pat'!icipants felt that the treatment they received from peers,

supervisors and the public was normal for women in male dominated professions.
To an external observer this demonstrates marginalisation and its Jack of
recognition is indicative of its endemic nature.

The participants felt that women were tolerated within. the job; however, their
recollections indicated a position of antagonism borderiog on hostilit-; from male
colleagues, both peers and supervisors. The women interviewed nc!mow!edged:
that their work experiences were limited to those

'-~appropriate"

female positions;

that they were spoken to in a derogatory manner by peers mtd were ''put down" by
supervisors; that they were the butt of jokes by their colleagoes; that they were
seen as a less capable and less desirable worlc pam1er; and !hat their chances of
promotion through the organisation were funited by what opporturrities were
directed to them. The women's recollections identified continuing inequalities in
deployment and career opportunities along with negative attitudes from longerserving male colleagues nnd supervisors.

These ±"'actors arc all indicators of

marginnlisation. The aitiU!..dc shovm to the respondents tvas that women wc;re seen
as being of the organisation rather tlum. playing an integral part in it.
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AU of ili.e women in this study had orJy se:::ved hi. units that ·r?erc deemed
"appropriate" for females.

These units included communication;;, subu.rbru1

stations, missing pc;:rsons, records, supply

star~,

regional office ITild child abuse.

None of the participants hfld experienc~ in sections such ns tactical response

uni~

dog zquad, mmcd robbezy, drug zquad, or Division 79 [ " rapid response unit to
offences suspected of involving n weapon]. This pattern is consistent with other
police forces throughout the western world and the tendency for men to exclude
women in this manner is well documented (Adler, 1990; Ballcin, 1988; Lunneborg,
1989; Martin, 1980).

Promotional opportunities within the police force are enhanced for officers servmg
in the valued and elite units quoted. These positions have historically been seen to
epitomise what policing is all about and arc considered to be unsuiroble for
women. Failing to post women to these valued positions results in a significantly
reduced lilcelihood of promotion. Such exclusion of women has serious EEO
implications beyond the scope of this tllesis but merits further research. It is lilcely
that promotional opportuuities for officers working in these areas are better due to
the perceived value tllese roles have in relation to breadth of experience nnd
leadership qualities by male superiors.

Clearly males within the organisation were the gatekeepers of acceptance. Men
perceived women as being unsuited to police work oilier thnn those tasks mvolvillg

children, women, papenvor!(, records or messages. ·while there ,·vere

exceptions~

this was the prevailing attitude of men to tlteir female colleagues.

It was

aclmowledged by the women that if a male parlner or supervisor did not like you
then "they coulrl make it hard for you".
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The manner in which females were spoken to by males within the organisation was

demeaning nnd firr'"iller served to mmgh1alise them. Derogatory connnents \vere
not made on the basis of nu objective judgement of the quality of thdr worl~ their
handling of certain situations, their interactions 'l.v:ith partners or the public.

Rather, these demeaning slurs were made to them on !he basis of their gender.
They were inappropriate, grounded in igoorance and failed to recognise the value
and capabilities of remales within a policing context

TIJ.is behaviour of men

denigrating women on the basis of gender and not petformance is also well
documented an~ may be symptomatic of a feeling of threat to the prevailing power
structure.

It is clear that the Western Australia Police Force is dominated and controlled by

men and that women are a very small and powerless minority [Table 1]. Tills
powerlessness is compounded by their small numbers and the fact that they are
predominantly in the most junior ranlcs (less than 1% of Sergeants are women) and
that there are no female officers in the commissioned ranlcs.

This, and the

literature relating to women in policing, clearly indicates the broad range of
challenges women face in their atter.1pt to obtain recognition a•1d credibility as
police officers.

7.2

LACK OF RECOGNITION

Most of the tasks allocated to women beyond lheir normal duties included clliid
care, coffee mal<ing, desk duties, duty driver, attending to women m1d the aged in

distress and a myriad of other tastes 'commensurate with their gcndc.r'. This is n
particulu.rly insidious fmm ofmarginalisation since the women interviev1ed did not
perceive that these additional taslcs were marginalising but mthcr accepted them,
G5

reluctmtly, ns the price to pny for their pmticipa.tion. This form ofmnrginalisation
is a good example of its covert nature.

None of the women interviewed considered that tho treatment they received from

their peers or supeiVisors had a!i adverse impact on their decision to resign from
the police force nor did they pc.rceive that it had an impact on tlteir decision not to
return to policing. Colleague ood supervisor behaviour was excused on the
grmmds of it being "their teuitory". It was as though this was the price a woman
paid for choosing to work in a profession that is dominated by males. Little
conscious analysis of peer ond supervisor treatment had been under.alcen by the
women. The participants did not recognise that tlJeir treatment was marginalising

and they mounted litHe or no protest to it The treatment they received from peers

was seen as normal within the polic~~ environment.

Not on:;• do women fa'J to recognise marginalisation but they contribute to ii, in a
sense, by adopting coping strategies. When asked whether they would recommend
policing as a career for other women, the participants were guarded in their
responses. No-one was happy to encourage other women to join the ran!cs. It was
felt that you had to be a '"lpccial!cind of woman" to put up with, not the worlc of

policing, but the organisati()nal cultw·e specific to policing. This phenomenon has
been borne out in the litewture. Martin (1990) refers to it as the "assimilation
node!" offemale swvival os police.

A further eJ<ample is the response to the question of percentages. It is interesting
to note the low overall target figures for female participation in jJOiicing that the

participants suggested. The cmTent participation rate of women in Ute Western
Australia Police Force in 9.8% nnd although mnny
GG

of·[~~(;

._-Iomen ill tills study

voted for betweeu 20 rutd 30% representation, the rest of the group opted for the

status quo or even lens. To be consistent '\vit.h the "View that women. were of 'tl:.~
same value ns rnefi:. it would be expected they v:1ou1d suggest n projected
participation rate nppronchlng SO%. However whev. the "assimiiution model" is

tal\:en into nccount then the tnrgets nominated hy the "vomen can b.;: understood 8il
marginalisation being perpetmted, even by its victims.

While the Police Force might ru:gue that legislation and consequent policy ensures
women equal opporttmities of employment, this study demonstrates that this is not
the case and that legislation alone cannot ensure rquality for V'omen. The police
organisation is not proactive in oomprehending the ethos of EEO legislntiou nor is
it embracing the spirit of affirmative action strategies to correct the historical
imbalance of women in policing.

7.3

LEI\.VING

lt is clear that the primary reason for these women leaving the police force was

ell, l,' re:ni!!g. More accurately, it was t.i.e organisation's inability to accommodate
police oiL: . as wh;; were preguant. This organisational limitation manifested itself
in a number of ways. Firstly, ;JOlioe officers who were pregnant were removed
from public view, not as a safety issue but rather because they were an anomaly,
and possibly ao embarrassment. Hiding the issue of pregnancy not only isolates
the women and further marginalises them, it also reduces the extent to which the
organisation and the community can become desensitiscd to pregnant police
officers. Secondly, women comtnented that maternity leave was not long enough.
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Although it is the same length of time a< maternity leave offered in n..<y other

organisation, the specific problem for women in the police force is that there was
no prot time work available, no job share facility and no career brealc scheme in
place. These women had no other option but to resign, m~d unlilce professions
such as teaching or nursing, policing provided problems rather than opportunities
for retuming to their chosen cru:eer. Current recruiting criteria negates the value of
previous service and does not recognise the importllll.ce to policing of life
experience, maturity and the feminine persona. This prolu'bits the participation of
a number of women within the connnunity, this sample group being among them.

By failing to implement initiatives that would encourage greater participation and
retention of women in policing, the organisation has not aclmowledged the value
of mature, experienced female officers 'vith fatnilies. This deficiency in policy

development is further evidence of women's marginalisation because it dtnies
their value and contribution to policing and fiuthermore sends a message to the
organisation and the conununiiy that the role of women in policing is

inconsequential

7.4

SUPPORT NETWORKS

The participroats' perceptions of women as a support network for other women in
polici11g and the value women bring to the job produced some contradictory and
significant data. These findings are conunensu ..ute \vith the literature relating to
tokens, their status road worlc behaviours {Carden, 1990; Kroater, 1977). Whlls! the
womer. were confident of their ovvn abilities to perfonn police tasks well, tlley had
difficulty in expressing this same confidence in the abilities of other indivldunl

women wltl:rin the organisation.
6[l

Their responses were those that vvould be expected from males within policing.

Those pnrticiponm v1ho hod not been pa1i of ti\e Women's Police Unit were
distrustful of other women in the job, chose not to

worl~

with othet woman

n!:l

partners and did not see vtomen as being part of and providing a network of
support.

This is to be expected when it is realised that few, if any, of the

participants have had the opportunity to establish a sound worlcing relationship
with any other womv1<. Due to their small numbers in any one unit, women have
not had the oppo:rilnlity to work directly with other women, watch other women's
style of worl~ establish worlcing relationships, or offer support and encouragement
to new female workers.

However, those women who had served with the

Women's Police Unit prior t<l integration were more confident of the abilities of
other women, were prepared to partner them in all duties and were more positive
and encouraging about tlte value of women in policing. TIJ.is is not to say that they
wished a return to the days of the Women's Police Unit..

7.5

CONCLUSION

TIJ.is stody sought to detemlioe whether women who have served with the Western
Australia Police Force experienced marginalisation during tlteir police careers and
whether this marginalisation or other factors contributed to the discontinuance of
their careers. Tlte findings of this research nre consistent with the literatore
relating to women in policing.

The study was based on a small sample group which was selected on an "all
accepted" basis. The size and the method by wltich the participants were selected,
raise issues of validity and reliability which would not apply to a larger sample.
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Having said this however, it is fair to nrgue, that since evidence exists [as the
litem'rure indicates] that \vomen in western democratic social paradigms hnve been

margimilised, m1d tlris sample group of lenvcm lmv(;; experienced marginalisation
wit:hln policing, then there is n reasonable degree of probabiliiy thnt other women
still serving in the Western Australia Police Force am being marginalised. The
results from this sample indicate the marginalisation to which they are eJtposed
may not be recognised at present m1d as such will be left unaddressed.

This study highlights that these 15 women were [overtly and covertly]
marginalised within their police careers and that this marginalisation, vis-a-vis
inadequate consideration and accommodation of women's dual role life pressures,
contributed to their rcsiguation and failnre to return to policing.

The elements of marginalisation outlined in this paper are embodied in all aspects
of th• fmmal and informal structures of the W<:stem Australia Police Force. The
hope for change lies in a recognition, by agents within a position of power, of the
cwTent position of women and of their lrue value.
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APPENDICES

''

WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE DEPARTMENT

COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
WESTERN AUSTRALIA POL.ICE HEADQUAA"rERS
2 ADELAIDE TERRACE, EAST PERTH
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 6004
TELEPHONE: 222. 1111
FACSIMILE: 2221654
TELEX: 92145

APPENDIX A

YOUR REF:
W.A. POLICE REF:

ENQUIRIES:

RE: WOMEN IN POLICING RESEARCH PROJECT
The Centre for Police Research (CPR) is conducting a large research project on
Women in Policing. In order to examine some of the problemo faced by
women in the force, interviews with former officers are seen as an important
source of information.
If you are prepared to share some of your experiences to enhance this project

you are invited to contact Vicki Wilkinson on
or
. Vicki is an experienced researcher employed by the CPR to gather
information for the project and will treat all infonnation obtained with the
strictest confidence.
I hope you feel disposed to assist in this impmtant project.

Yours faithfully,

MJEVANS
ACTING ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (PERSONNEL)
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APPENDIXB

DearMs
Thank you for contacting us and consenting to participate in the research on
women in policing.
I have attached, for your information, a copy of the ethical guidelines for this
research as prescribed by Edith Cowan University's Committee for tlte Conduct
of Ethical Research. I have also included a copy of the subjects tlmt I will
cover during the interview.
I will be in contact soon to arrange a time that is convenient to you for us to

meet.
Yours sincerely,

Vicki Willtinson
Researcher.
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APPENDIXC

The following .infonnation is presented for yonr protection under the guidelines
of the University Committee for the Conduct of Ethical Research.
This study seeks to investigate the factors affecting the decision to
discontinue women's' police careers.
It is expected that this information will increase Police administrators

awareness of significant factors surrmmdiug the issue cffemale
employment in law enforcement
Interviews are to be condncted with a nnrnber of retired female sworn
officers to detennine their perception of the role of women in policing
and to look at the factors affectiog their attrition from the police force.
Yonr participation in this research is voluntary and anonymous, any
information obtained will be treated with the strictest confidence. You
can at any time, withdraw your participation from the study.
We estimate that the interview will take approximately an honr to
complete.
Any questions regarding this project can be directed to Vicki Willcinson
on
.
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APPEND:IXD

Date joined
Date left
Age joined
Marital status on joining:
Children on joining:
Rank on resigning:
Educational level onjoining

On leaving:
On leaving:

GETTING IN: Motivntions, testing for admission.
HOW MANY WOMEN SHOULD BE IN POLICING?
ACADEMY TRAINING: Ym1.- performance, squad member treatmen~ staff
treatment.
EXll'El.UENCES: On probation and off.
TASKS: Were they different to you male colleagues?
SUCCESS YOU AND OTHERS: What did you and other women bring to
policing?

TREATMENT IN TilE JTOB: Peer treatment, supervisor treatment, public
treatment.
WHAT WERE THJE POSITIVE 'lrmNGS All OUT Tmi: JOB?
WOULD YOU RECOMMEND K1' AS A CAREEIJ:.T
PROBLEMS: With the system, with the people.
WHAT WAS YOUR REASON FOR LEAVING?
IF OTIJ:ER ARRANGEMENTS COULD HAVE IIEEN MADE, WOULD

YOU BAVE CONSIDERED STAYING ON?
MENTOR SYSTEM: Was there one, would it have helped?

WAS 'mERE OTIJ!ER JFEMALE OFFICERS WORiill;fG WJ:m YOU:
How closely, how many, did you see it as a network of support.

WERE YOU HAPPY WI'lrH Tim JLJEAVJITI!G PROCESS?
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TABLES

TABLE 1
Police by mnk nnd gender.
\Vestern Australia Police Force.

1994

RANK

Snr. Executive.

Commander
Chief Supt.
Superintendent
Chief inspector
Insocctor
Senior Sergeant
Sergeant 1/C
Semeant
Senior Constable
Constable 1/C
Constable
Recruits

TOTAL

MALE FEMALE TOTAL

7
7
11
42
29
105
179
268
496
863
993
750

7
7

%OF

%OF

FORCEMALE

FORCEFEMALE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.07
0.09
0.26
0.81
4.86
3.08
0.4
9.60
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0
0
0
0
0
0
3
4
11
34
205
130
17

42
29
\05
182
272
507
897
1198
880
91

0.17
0.17
0.26
0,99
0.69
2.48
4.23
6.34
11.73
20.41
23.49
17.74
1.75

3824

404

4228

90,40

11
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